
Suppliers deeper in our supply chain 
 

The process of mapping the exact locations of all suppliers is an ongoing effort. In 2019 we have 
succeeded to map a large part of our business in 2nd tier – especially in Turkey. Further talks are 
needed to get all suppliers – also the ones still reluctant - to share the locations as well as to get even 
deeper in the chain.  

We have also taken the first steps in terms of due diligence and risk analysis based on the main risks 
that are specific for Turkey.  

The following map shows the main locations of our fabric & trimming suppliers as well as the exact 
location of our factory. (orange) Areas indicated with red dots are the areas known to have many 
(Syrian) refugees settled and working – often in poor conditions and low wages. (FWF Turkey country 
study) The Istanbul area with its 18 suppliers is clearly a starting place for further study. According to 
the FLA refugees often employed at “easy access” jobs in the agriculture or in garment factories and 
not so often in fabric and trimming mills because at these mills a certain specific knowledge is 
required. Nevertheless, this statement needs to be proven by conducting on site research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2n d  tier suppl iers in other regions 

Our top 4 buying markets – apart from Turkey – are Italy, Japan, South Korea and Portugal. Having 
followed the Webinar of the AGT on Risks in Countries closer to home as well as researched FWF 
country studies/ Modint risico checkers/ IMVO risico checker we know there are several risks in 
countries like Italy and Portugal – but understanding these risks mainly focusing on garment 
production in subcontracting facilities and/or home workers. These risks are vary from child labor to 
safe workplace as well as low wages & discrimination.  

We work with fabric & trimming suppliers in these regions. 

 

Social risks in 2nd  tier  

Vanilia’s collections are built around two main pillars. The NOOS ( Never Out Of Stock) collection 
made up of several fabrics, always in the same colors. The Heritage fabrics – which are the back bone 
of each shop drop. These fabrics make up a large part of our buying volume and represent our top 5 
suppliers & top 5 sourcing regions 

 

 



  

 

All three Turkish suppliers mentioned in this risk mapping are invited to our BSCI/ BEPI platform. 
They have been requested in March 2020 to complete their self assessment. Vanilia was planning a 
visit to these suppliers as well as their printing/ dying facilities to discuss findings and possibly follow 
up with audits/ training and make a plan for betterment where needed. Unfortunately this whole 
process – incl the self assessment – has been delayed by the Covid 19 pandemic. Therefore the 
enclosed chart is largely based on general information – rather than concrete findings.   

Discrimination and gender/ Child labor: In Italy/ Korea & Japan low risk. Although we know in Japan 
there are possible risks on bad treatment of trainees – based on personal discussions on CSR with 
these supplier we suspect a low chance of this to occur. In Turkey we suspect the same, but the 
possibility of us being “wrong” is larger . 

Wages: We suspect all factories to pay workers ( especially on the production floor) close to/ or 
actually only the minimum wages. Minimum wages in Italy are set through collective bargaining. In 
case of Japan/ Korea these wages provide a decent quality of life. The possibility of workers in the 
Turkish factories not getting even the minimum wages is a real possibility. 

FoA: We suspect none of the fabric suppliers having unions on site.  

Covid-19 related risks: 

We know at least one of our suppliers in Turkey had to lay off workers due to Covid 19 pandemic 
related closure of the factory & loss of business – this factory is operating on 30% capacity. When 
discussed with management they were hoping of hiring them back later this year if and when 
business normalizes.  

Korean and Japanese suppliers we work with did not shot down operations and were continuously 
running production.  We do not received any information on workers being laid off/ or not receiving 
wages ( like suggested by the information FLA has provided)  

 

 


